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About This Game

What is it?

Melordandek is a puzzle game. Its main concept is to find a path to walk on every tiles inside a map, and to walk on them only a
single 5d3b920ae0

Title: Melordandek
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Hanged Bunny Studio
Publisher:
Hanged Bunny Studio
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2018

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel i3

Memory:

English,French
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OSX and Linux beta builds are up to date with the fixes. Those who are playing beta will get auto-updated. 3.50beta2 fixes, now
applicable on all platforms, are: --------------------------------------------------------------------- - fixed: spells screen background
music not stopping upon exiting the screen by selecting manually performed spell - fixed: crashes upon talking to villagers (in
villages with lots of animals) - fixed: kota villages not recognized as proper villages, and not stocked with goods either - fixed:
animals who ate carcasses dropped their own bones on the spot instead of the bones of the actual eaten species
---------------------------------------------------------------------. Season's Greetings and Winter Sale -- and 3.50beta recommended :
Winter Sale is going on, so once again it's good time to grab UnReal World for yourself, or gift a friend into the Far North. As
the sale brings in many new adventurers I'll first hereby take moment to say welcome all you new adventurers . And then, the
important things at this very time of the year: 3.50 beta. 3.30 patch update 1 released : Scarcity is a basic need of a man, and
updates are a basic element of development. Hence a small patch update to fix few glitches and oddities is released. Find
changelog below -- and adventures ahead. 3.30 patch 1 changelog: - fixed [rare condition]: items/materials being worked on not
always removed properly eg. trunk not removed when carved into log, or berry shrub not emptied despite of being picked -
fixed [rare condition]: difficulty to produce colon symbol (:) on some keyboards - fixed: disappearing animal leashes - fixed:
some NumLock related hassle when playing with NumLock ON * double numbers getting produced in text input fields when
using numpad to type numbers with NumLock ON * number binded commands (eg. attack commands) occasionally getting
triggered when moving around * jumpy target selection by keyboard if NumLock was ON - fixed: some knives mentioned
belonging to (old) group of daggers when examining them in inventory In action dagger classified weapons still use the knife
skill, so this was mostly a mere description hassle. - fixed [rare condition]: consuming clothes instead of food Happened when
switching windows while [e]at menu was open.. Windows 3.50 beta 2 -- hotfix : 3.50 beta hotfix for Windows was just put live,
and those who are playing beta will get auto-updated. Other operating systems will have to wait a little longer. The following
were fixed (in Windows version) -- and naturally still persist in OS X and Linux 3.50 betas. 3.50beta2 for Windows - changelog:
------------------------------------------------ - fixed: spells screen background music not stopping upon exiting the screen by
selecting manually performed spell - fixed: crashes upon talking to villagers (in villages with lots of animals) - fixed: kota
villages not recognized as proper villages, and not stocked with goods either - fixed: animals who ate carcasses dropped their
own bones on the spot instead of the bones of the actual eaten species ------------------------------------------------. Lunar New Year
Sale and greetings from on the road : The Year of The Dog has begun, and UnReal World is participating in the ongoing Steam
Lunar New Year Sale. So feel free to help yourself or your fellow adventurer with the reduced price purchase. Our last news
also concerned sales and seasonal event, and even though the newest UnReal World (opt-into) version 3.50 beta is still in beta
phase, it's proven very so very playable that you shouldn't hesitate to update. Here's how to opt-into 3.50beta : Close UnReal
World if you happen to be playing it right now. Right-click UnReal World in your Steam games library and select "Properties".
Select "Betas" tab, and select "3.50 beta" in the dropdown box Close the dialog, the game updates, and you are now ready to get
going with the fresh beta. And here's 3.50 beta changelog [www.unrealworld.fi] . It's the Year of the Dog and ever so suitably
we've got dog related additions in this version as well.. Web demo, PC demo, mobile app and then the game : Hello The game
will be released soon, but before it happens, a few things: - On the Melordandek website, a demo of the elementary concept of
Melordandek can be played for free, levels are generated automatically: - A free PC demo for Steam is also planned and will be
released one week before the game, around the 14 of december. 7-8 levels from the first chapter will be available inside it. - A
mobile application of Melordandek with 100 original levels and a simple interface is also planned and currently being done. -
The 20 of december, the first release of Melordandek will be here and will contain the two first chapter of the game. See you
soon.. Next update : Hello, The first update will bring chapter 3. Also, we will try to include achievements and other steam-
related content. Its intended release date is end of january. Bye Merry christmas to everybody.. First beta of version 3.50
released - celebrate and opt-into at will : The special sale and celebration continues, and hereby gets supplemented with the
release of the first beta of UnReal World version 3.50. It's available as beta-branch you can opt into manually at will. There's
possibility of minor bugs, and the work with new goodies and features continues, but things are mostly nicely stable and good to
go already. Find the full changelog at the bottom of this post, and now here's how to get your hands on 3.50 beta.. Season's
recovery greetings : There went the winter solstice here in the Northern Hemisphere, and we're heading towards the increasing
daylight. I've also got my fractured shoulder off the sling by now, but the recovery continues. All the movements are painful,
and I'm increasing the range of motion bit by bit. The official sick leave has been extended until January 2019, and my absence
from the forums continues. But you'll be fine, and I'll be back eventually. Thanks for all the warm words and understanding and
wishes. Winter Sale is going on here on Steam so once again it's good time to grab UnReal World for yourself, or gift a friend
into the Far North. And lastly, huge big seasons greetings to each and everyone of you, from the tiny dev and the winter tree.
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